INTRODUCTION
Spatial orientation defi nes the human's natural ability to maintain his/her body orientation and/ or posture in relation to the surrounding environment (physical space) at rest and during motion. Good spatial orientation relies on the eff ective perception, integration and interpretation of visual, vestibular (organs of equilibrium located in the inner ear) and proprioceptive (receptors located in the skin, muscles, tendons, and joints) sensory information. In the central nervous system (CNS) the integration, processing, and interpretation these information are conducted. An ability to maintain spatial orientation is very important, especially during fl ight. The environment of fl ight is unfamiliar to the human body, creating sensory confl icts and illusions that make spatial orientation diffi cult. Spatial orientation in fl ight is sometimes impossible to achieve because numerous sensory stimuli (visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive) vary in magnitude, direction, and frequency. Any diff erences or discrepancies between visual, vestibular, and proprioceptive sensory inputs result in a sensory mismatch that can produce illusions and lead to spatial disorientation (SD). Stimulation of the vestibular system, e.g. by subthreshold angular accelerations causes pilot's misperceptions and his/her incorrect reactions. It leads to fl ight accidents caused by the loss of spatial orientation [101] , that are among the most dangerous one's, and often lead to the death of crews and huge fi nancial losses [4, 27, 40, 41, 59, 102] . Even the spatial disorientation is sometimes recognized by pilots it causes the temporary loss of situational orientation, which reducing the eff ectiveness of the performed task [22, 72] .
While the structure and activity of organs involved in maintaining spatial orientation have been quite well understood [5, 89, 92, 106, 127, 128] , the process of integrating the response from these organs into the CNS and creating the spatial orientation perception is still the subject of numerous theoretical and experimental research [8, 26, 29, 30, 64] . Direct measurement of physical quantities within the vestibular system is limited and experimentally demanding, e.g. in vivo measurements [55, 105, 109] . These limitations have introduced an open fi eld for theoretical considerations including, i.a., in vitro modelling [39, 90, 91] . A similar problem occurs when signals in CNS are measured. For this reason, in order to understand how CNS integrates sensory signals, numerous studies [9, 11, 47, 68, 74, 129] focusing on modelling the human perception of spatial orientation have been conducted. First of them were oriented towards modelling of perception only to the simple case of Vertical Axis Rotation (VAR) [70] . At the beginning, the weakening of the perceived motion during a prolonged rotation was attributed to the dynamics of the semicircular canals of the vestibular system. In the 1970s the knowledge of semicircular canal [44] and otolith organ models [37] , was signifi cantly improved, due to studies the dynamic of the vestibular system. As a result, it turned out that the course of perception in time does not depend only on this dynamics. Study of the Vestibular-Ocular Refl ex (VOR) [44] has shown that by processing the input signals of semicircular canals, CNS extends the dynamic range of motion perception by increasing the refl ex time constant. This phenomenon is commonly known velocity storage. At that time, an otolith receptors testing was also conducted by Mayne [71] , who noted that these receptors reacts unambiguously to both gravitational and linear acceleration. Therefore, the author stated that the dynamics of somato-gravitational illusion is connected with the mechanism of motion signal processing in CNS, which uses both linear and angular acceleration to estimate the direction of the Earth's acceleration vector.
to include the possibility of estimating optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) and VOR, induced by kinetic stimulus. A similar study with the Mayne's model was conducted by Raphan et al. [110] . Researchers have included into their model a velocity storage mechanism. Ormsby [98] and Ormsby and Young [99, 100] developed a models which was only based on the response of the vestibular system receptors. The authors modeled the dynamic interaction of angular velocity and specifi c gravito-intertial force (GIF), and they used this model, i.a. to estimate illusion related to the perception of static tilt.
Observer theory models based on Kalman fi lter Borah et al. [11, 13] were probably the fi rst, who have applied steady-state Kalman Filter (KF) techniques in modelling the human perception of spatial orientation. They included models of visual and vestibular system dynamics and a stimulus transformations from the Earth-fi xed reference system to the head-fi xed coordinate frame. The model was consistent with the human reaction to the following vestibular and visual-vestibular motion stimuli: circular vection, VAR, and somatogravitational delusion of inclination during linear acceleration in the dark. To adapt the model to calculations for large head tilt (for which the transformation of velocity and acceleration vectors from the Earth reference system to the headfi xed coordinate system becomes non-linear), Pommellet et al. [103] generalized the Borah's model using a non-linear KF version, known as Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). The transformation of coordinates between reference systems was conducted with use of quaternions. However, results obtained from the EKF Pommellet's model [103] showed numerical instability in the estimation of quaternions, especially for the more complex rotational profi les with large angular values of head tilt. Bilien [9] had encountered similar problems of numerical instability when he conducted a study a response to Coriolis' illusion, that was estimated with use of vestibular part of the EKF model. An implementation of the stable Borah's model was developed by Kynor [62] . This model estimated responses to non-linear, and high values of head tilt. In 2009, Selva [116] developed a stable Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) version of the Borah's model. The author used both EKF and UKF fi ltering techniques to estimate the human perception of spatial orientation.
The most common spatial orientation models in literature are based on the vestibular system [8, 16, 48, 71, 73, 75, 135] . Merfeld et al. [77] divided these models into two categories. The fi rst category, so-called "classical systems models" are models that use classical control theory to model the dynamics of vestibular system's receptors. Many researchers [43, 45, 49, 72, 110, 113, 134] have used this technique to describe the response of vestibular system and VOR estimations. These models did not contain internal models of vestibular receptors and did not include CNS processing. The second category of models was called "observer theory models", which use optimal control theory to estimate spatial orientation. This category was introduced by Young [136] and extended by Oman [93] . These models were designed to explain how CNS integrates sensory information in order to estimate spatial orientation. These models assume that the CNS contains internal models of vestibular receptors and body dynamics, as well as certain physical relationships between them. Currently, three types of internal models -CNS models can be distinguished, which construction was based on: -an optimal estimator approach using Kalman fi lter techniques, introduced by Borah et al. [11, 13] , and expanded by Pommellet [103] , Bilien [9] , Merfeld and Zupan [78] , and Selva [116] ; -a constant gain estimator, proposed by Merfeld et al. [77] , and -the sensory weighing technique proposed by Zupan et al. [142] . This article presents applied approaches in the modelling of the human perception of spatial orientation. Special attention was paid to models based on state observer theory, which are the most commonly used models in a studies.
Classical systems models
Probably Mayne [71] developed the fi rst model, for which the theory of classical control was used. He proposed a three-dimensional model of human spatial orientation based on the vestibular system. For processing the signals from otolith receptors and estimating the direction of the gravitational and linear acceleration vectors, the author used a low and high-pass fi lter, respectively. The method proposed by Mayne [71] was the basis of Grissett's [49] spatial orientation model and the model used by McGrath et al. [72] . Robinson [113] and Wearne [134] also used the Mayne's model, expanding its functionality organs (utricle and saccule). The review of physical and mathematical models of the vestibular system receptors and physiological phenomena accompanying their stimulation can be found in paper [65] .
CNS model -internal model
The concept of an internal model was developed in the 1960s, in the fi eld of control engineering, and was used to estimate the orientation and position of a vehicle for autonomous inertial navigation. The internal model (fi g. 2) is an integral part of the of estimation techniques theory, such as the state observer theory and the optimal control theory. Since the 1970s, this concept has attracted attention in the fi eld of neurology, starting with models of motion sickness, e.g., Reason [112] , , for the model of human spatial orientation, e.g., Merfeld et al. [77] , Borah et al. [11, 12] , Zupan et al. [141] and Newman [84] . On the basis of the research in the fi eld of body motion perception, it was assumed that CNS possessed knowledge about the dynamics of receptors, which detect the position and movement of the body, as well as certain physical relations between them. According to the model shown in Figure 2 , the input signal vector of an internal model is the feedback signal. This signal is determined from the diff erence in output signals of physical receptor models (model of the physical world) with output signals of receptor models in CNS. The feedback signal is then weighed using experimentally selected gain parameters (fi g. 2, triangular blocks) and re-entered into the internal model. Estimation in the internal model is done according to the adopted estimation technique (state observer, Kalman fi lter or Bayesian estimation). The states that were estimated in this way correspond to the human perception of spatial orientation.
The model (fi g. 2) was extended [77] with additional internal estimates of the direction and values of gravitational vector. In the next step, the dynamics of semicircular canals and otolith organs were extended to three dimensions, while the transformation between the head-fi xed coordinate system and the Earth-fi xed reference system were realized on the basis of quaternions. Selva [116] has shown, that Merfeld's model [77] is well suited for estimating orientation and position also for large head tilts, while the Borah's model [13] is not recommended for use under such conditions. Nevertheless, the researcher found, that for the head upright, the angular velocity storage and the
Observer theory models based on state observer
In 1993 Merfeld et al. [77] , using a modelling approach in accordance with Luenberger's theory [67] , proposed a non-linear one-dimensional model of the human perception of spatial orientation. The construction of the Merfeld's model [77] was based on the concept illustrated in Figure 1 . According to this concept, the model of spatial orientation perception is divided into two parts: the model of the physical world and the CNS model, that is represented by so-called internal model. The model of the physical world describes the dynamics of physical sensors (three semicircular canals and two otolith organs), while the internal model represents the sensory signals processing in the CNS. 
Vestibular organ model -physical world model
The model of the physical world (fi g. 2) consists of semicircular canals and otolith organs (utricle and saccule) models. The dynamics of these receptors are described by the second order diff erential equations. The most popular mathematical model describing the dynamic of semicircular canals is the model proposed by Steinhausen [123] . This model is in the form of a bandwidth fi lter, for which the lower cutoff frequency was determined by a long time constant and the upper cutoff frequency was determined by a short time constant [25, 123] . Between these two boundary frequencies (lower, and upper), the model predicts that endolymph moving under the infl uence of the head angular acceleration produces a displacement of the cupula. This displacement is directly proportional to the head angular velocity. Mayne [70, 71] noticed, that in the range 0.5 -5 Hz of head angular velocity (range includes the frequencies that occur during natural head movements in the human's everyday life), the displacement of the endolymph and the cupula is a measure of the angular velocity than angular acceleration. The mathematical model proposed by Grant and Best [46] is often used to analyze the dynamic of otolith nals in CNS. This model (fi g. 3) has been validated on the basis of the results of experimental studies using monkeys [76, 77] . By empirical regulation of four internal weighted parameters (k φ , k φω , k ω , k α ), this model has the ability to predict the response to a wide range of motion stimuli, including VAR and OVAR. It is known, that every linear accelerometer is not able to distinguish the direction of the gravitational vector from linear acceleration vector. This problem also applies to the otolith organ and is commonly referred to as gravito-inertial acceleration (GIA). The above mentioned problem of sensory data interpretation occurs when somato-gravitational illusion derived from the KF Borah's model [13] Nooij et al. [88] . The key feature of an internal model is so-called "reaff erence" principle, which helps to explain the regulation and interaction of CNS internal signals with signals from organs responsible for coordinating body movements. Cullen et al. [33, 34] demonstrated some of the neurophysiological correlations of "reaff erence" and other functions of the CNS model, especially for the adjustment of vestibular refl exes, e.g. VOR.
Development of the state observer models Haslwanter et al. [53] [52, 96] suggests, that the estimates of azimuth and direction originate in limbic areas of the brain, including hippocampus, thalamus and medical entorhinal cortex. Newman [84] used the limbic coordinate system in his model (fi g. 4, designation A). The horizontal plane of the limbic coordinate system is perpendicular to the direction of estimated gravity and acts as human's natural plane of 2D navigation. In order to determine the perceived linear velocity, a leaky integrator (fi g. 4, designation B) was included. A method for estimating the position and linear velocity perception in the horizontal plane has been determined quite precisely for the amplitude and frequency range of human motion [81, 82, 115] . For the motion perceived in this plane a time constant integrator is equal to τ = 16.67. This value diff ers signifi cantly from the time constant associated with the actual or expected direction of vertical motion (τ = 1.0 for vertical plane). The standard integrator (fi g. 4, designation C) was implemented by Newman [84] to determine the estimated position. The transformation of coordinates between reference systems was conducted with use of quaternions (fi g. 4, designation D). The transforthe CNS tries to use the otoliths signal to calculate the head position and orientation relative to the Earth's gravity. The otoliths therefore provide ambiguous information, given that the recorded acceleration can be generated both by translational motion and by changing the head's orientation in relation to the Earth [1]. Thus, the problem of gravito-inertial distribution of GIA must be solved by the CNS using additional information. For this purpose Merfeld et al. [78] proposed including in the model three types of errors e ω , e f , e a . These errors are determined from the difference in sensor response ( fig. 3 , α SCC and α ΟΤΟ ) and their estimated values ( fig. 3 , designation with a roof "^"). In order to minimize sensory conflict in the form of e f and e a errors in the circuit of otolith organ processing, two weighted constant k f and k a , acting as a gain in the feedback loop ( fig. 3) [3, 24] carried out in real helicopter flights and in the vertical motion simulator (VMS) showed a fundamental difference in the human ability to correctly interpret inertial acceleration signals that acting along the direction of the gravitational force. The subjects who participated in this studies were not able to correctly indicate a value or direction of motion, often leading to an incorrect phase estimation, even of 180 degrees [24] . For modelling these large phase and error values of vertical motion perception, Vingerhoets et al. [132] included into the human spatial orientation model a leaky integrator with a time constant τ = 0.04. This model modification made it possible to minimize vertical component of he estimated error of acceleration. In further study, Vingerhoets et al. [131] took into account both the dynamics of the leaky integrator from previous studies [132] and the weighted vector, which allows estimating a static Subjective Visual Vertical (SVV).
In the previous spatial orientation models [77, 78, 84, 107, 108, 131, 142] all components of the error vector e a were weighed by the same gain parameter k a ( fig. 3) . Clark [28] differentiated the gains for accelerations acting along the axis of the coordinate system associated with the otolith organ. In the linear acceleration feedback loop, the researcher included two independent gains: k au and k au ⊥, separating the accelerations acting in the utricle plane from the accelerations occurring outside this plane. The gain of Analysis Tool. Similar tool was developed by Creare Inc. under the name The Disorientation Analysis and Prediction System. In this tool the EKF model developed by Kynor [62] was used to analyze the phenomenon of loss of spatial orientation.
The validation studies carried out on the models of spatial orientation perception have been presented in Table 1 . These studies were divided in terms of the method of estimating spatial orientation: based on a state observer and the KF fi lter.
Visual-vestibular model of the human perception of spatial orientation
In a literature there are two groups of models of the human perception of spatial orientation. The fi rst group consists of simple visual-vestibular models used for estimating the motion perception [110, 113, 122, 140] , and the second group consists of more complex models enabling estimation of both motion and orientation [16, 18, 69, 77, 84, 97, 111, 142] . A few models [30, 80, 133, 141] make it possible to estimate the spatial orientation in response on a stimulus in the form of yaw rotation about an Earth-horizontal axis. This group includes a model based on the sensory weighing method developed by Zupan et al. [141, 142] . The researchers used an idiotropic vector (an internal mechanism that drives perceptions in the direction of a person's own longitudinal axis) to estimate correct perception of position and motion.
In the work on modelling the human spatial orientation, it is worth mentioning a study of Laurens and Droulez's [63] , who have constructed a model based on the method of Bayesian processing. This processing is carried out according to the probabilistic Bayesian estimation algorithm, which recurrently updates the previous system state with mations made it possible to determine the perceived orientation with respect to the Earth. The last supplement of the vestibular model included by Newman [84] is two additional weighted parameters k ωf and k 1 (fi g. 4, designation E-F). The fi rst parameter kωf with a value of 1.0 allows for user control over the infl uence of angular velocity on the rate of change of gravity. This parameter was added to match the model's estimates to the Tilt-Gain and Tilt-Translation experimental studies. The second parameter k 1 is a function of the angular velocity residual weighting parameter k 1 =k ω / (k ω +1) and was required to make the loop gain of the angular velocity feedback loop unity [84] . Merfeld et al. [77, 78] , for the value k ω = 3 set the parameter value k 1 = 0.75. This gain was intentionally set to mimic the 70% angular VOR response for eye movement data yet is inconsistent with perceptual responses for many simple experiments (i.e. static tilt, constant velocity yaw rotation), where the initial response to sudden head movements is veridical [84] . The above-mentioned Newman extensions in the Merfeld's model [77] were essential for the implementation of additional information from visual sensors (described in detail later in the article). As a result of the conducted tests, Newman demonstrated the conformity of the obtained results with the results described in the studies of Haslwanter et al. [53] , Merfeld & Zupan [78] and Vingerhoets et al. [131, 132] . These results were also found to be in line with the results of the KF Borah's model [11] , which were determined for simple visual and vestibular profi les of linear and rotational motion. Developed by Newman [84] the model of the human perception of spatial orientation was incorporated into the work of Small et al. [117, 118, 120] , creating the Spatial Disorientation the appearance of new observations. This threedimensional vestibular model was successfully tested in numerical computational experiments. As a result, the model proved to be eff ective in estimating VOR.
In the following part of the article, an attention was paid to one of the models mentioned above (Newman's model [84] ) and at the same time a readers are encouraged to read the description of other models included in the work [56, 87] . Newman [84] expanded his model based on the vestibular system (fi g. 4) to a visual-vestibular model of the human perception of spatial orientation (fi g. 5).
The author assumed that the visual sensor is able to receive four visual signals from the environment. These vectors are: position x v , linear velocity ẋ v , angular velocity ω v and acceleration of gravity g v . In order to ensure consistency with the limbic coordinate system (fi g. 4, designation A), the visual signals are transformed into corresponding sensory processing systems. To transform the visual signals of gravity and angular velocity from Earthfi xed coordinate system to head-fi xed coordinate system the matrix T was used. In the case of the visual signals of position and linear velocity the matrix T -1 was used to conduct a transformation 5) . Newman [84] adopted a simplifi ed model of the visual system VIS i , and described its dynamics with an unity matrix. In fact, the visual impression of self-motion is approximately proportional to the velocity of the motion visual stimulus in the peripheral fi eld of view, until a certain saturation level is reached [7, 23, 36] . The eff ectiveness of this stimulus depends on its spatial frequency, contrast and resolution of its components [54] . The saturation levels during VAR and linear vection were determined at approximately 60 °/s and 1 m/s, respectively [139] . Although the visual fl ow in a peripheral fi eld of view may not instantly trigger a self-motion sensation, the movement of the fi eld is detected almost immediately after a short delay of neural transmission. According to Janssen [57] , the vision model can be modelled using a low pass fi lter with a 0.2 Hz cut-off . Newman's model [84] (fi g. 5) is able to mimic orientation perceptions, linear and circular vection, rotation and acceleration in the light. This model is currently used in the study of the human perception of spatial orientation in the altered gravitational acceleration (hyper-gravity i.e., >1 Earth g normally experienced and hypo-gravity i.e.,<1 Earth g) [30, 31, 87] .
DISCUSSION
Over the past several decades, mathematical models of the human perception of spatial orientation based on the concept derived from the estimation theory have been widely used in vestibular system studies. Most of these models use one of the three estimation techniques: Bayesian estimation [60, 63, 68 ], Kalman's fi lter (KF) [11, 13, 103] with its variations [9, 116] and the state observer [29, 30, 74, 77, 84, 85, 97] . Some models combine these techniques to create hybrid models. Among others, Groen et al. [50] developed a visual-vestibular model in which they used a state observer to estimate perception, and low pass fi lter to solve ambiguity in determining the perceived tilt-translation. However, the most commonly used techniques in modelling the human of spatial orientation include a state observer and optimal control theory. A models based on state observer or KF and its variations are widely described in studies of MacNeilage et al. [68] , Selva [116] , Newman [84] , and Young [135] . In Figure 6 shown a history of development the models of velocity storage, state observer and optimal control, that was illustrated by Newman's [87] .
The models of the human perception of spatial orientation presented in the article often become the core of motion sickness models [6, 10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [19] [20] [21] 93, 94] . The models of spatial orientation perception have ability to determine the perceived human position and motion, as well as Subjective Vertical (SV). These models are also used in the area of fl ight safety as a tool supporting the research and investigation of aviation accidents and mishap [62, 83, 85, 86, 114, 117, 119, 120] . Apart from indicating the perceived motion and position, the models of spatial orientation, also provides information about the possibility of illusions occurrence, that leads to pilot's loss of spatial orientation. These models are also used in the algorithm synthesis procedure for optimal control of the simulator motion system [124] [125] [126] 130] . The more complex versions of these models are used to assess the acceleration fi delity of these motion systems [38, 66, 104] .
In the models of spatial orientation perception a some simplifi cations were included by their authors. These simplifi cations are mainly due to the insignifi cant infl uence of the modelled phenom- Fig. 6 .
Timeline of development of velocity storage, observer and optimal control perception models [87] . www.pjambp.com Review Article enon on the result of numerical simulations or due to the insuffi cient knowledge of this phenomenon. Some of these simplifi cations concern: Omitting the occurrence of the phenom-1.
enon of habituation and restitution of the vestibular system. Modelling of adaptation and habituation has been a subject of several studies [32, 92, 121, 138] , however they have not been included in the models of spatial orientation perception [84, 87] . In case of the restitution process [42] , no models describing this phenomenon were found. An assumption of linearity of the vestibu-2. lar system receptors model, that limits its application to the following frequency ranges: -for angular velocity, which includes natural head movements in human everyday life: frequencies from 0.01 to 5 Hz [5, 51, 71] , -for linear acceleration: frequency from 0.001 to 0.02 Hz [137] . Dynamic of the visual system, that has 3.
been described with a unity matrix [84] . In this way, a saturation limits and the distinction between central and peripheral fi elds of view has been omitted [11, 103] . Insuffi cient model validation for accelera-4.
tions occurring during fl ight (hyper-gravity and hypo-gravity).
CONCLUSIONS
This article deals with one of the most important aspects of contemporary aviation physiology. The developing and applying the model of the human perception of spatial orientation results from the need to better understand a pilot's physiological limitations, in particular: -individual susceptibility to vestibular illusions, -a sensory confl ict adversely aff ecting the pilot's spatial orientation, -possible disturbances the perception of posture and motion, causing imbalance and motion sickness. The model of spatial orientation perception can provide answers to questions concerning sensory sensations experienced by a pilot in a complex acceleration fi eld [87] . The model can also be used in the following areas: -development of pilots' training programs in the fi eld of loss of spatial orientation and visualvestibular system limitations in fl ight, -determination of the eff ectiveness of fl ight profi les, that were defi ned for training purposes in the SD simulators, -development the eff ective methods for using modern, technically advanced fl ight simulators for the selection of candidates and assessment of suitability for the pilot's profession.
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